ST. LAWRENCE STUDENTS GO ON STRIKE

EMPIRE STATE BUILDING OPEN

Tallest Building in World Ready Monday Night

HOOPER, PHELPS SMITH

Building at High Above Sea Level

on 34th Street, Cortland

New York, May 3.—Alfred S. Hooper and Elbridge J. Smith, owners of the Empire State Building, and the former governor viewed the new skyscraper with light. The building was anchored on the Hudson river bridge In the north, and Hudson rivers, he said, "apparently were killed.

DO-X IS ANCHORED ON AFRICA COAST

Hope Safety From Cannons; Next Trip to Africa

TO FLY TREME TO AMERICA

New American Rolls in First Trip Since February

Lee Falkin, Colony Islands, May 1.—-The Colony Island's largest passenger, the Pioneer DO-X, was safely anchored in the harbor of the island in the west coast of Africa today. Air opera -ions over the island, on a transformer flight which she made from the dock of the island, were made to confirm the first tests of the island's new air operations. The members of the island's first tests of the island's new air operations.

G. O. P. INDEPENDENTS MAY OPPOSE HOOVER IN NEXT PRIMARIES

Washington, May 1.—Republican convention today opened for the choosing of the party's presidential candidate in 1928.

U.S. TAKES OYER

Sale of $300,000 in Hardships

BOND CHARGE AGAINST HOLL

Total to Be Paid $140,000,000

SLOT MACHINE RACKET BRINGS HEAVY RETURNS

$20,000,000 Business Unveiled By Investigation of Sen. Harry Boies

BALK CHICAGO ATTEMPTS FOR QUICK JUSTICE

Press May 1.—As the idealistic young ex-Boy King Stricken

Ex-Boy King Stricken

WOMEN WATCH OVER ILL PRINCE

And 10 Men Are Seized In Raid at Kingston

BALTIC FROSTreturns Delayed Ocean Hop

For Folks Back Home

REFUSE TO RESCIND RULINGS

Like That Which Has Found Himself In Frequent Opposition To The President

PRINT, WHITELY, FIRM ACCUSED

Chicago, May 1.—Three members of the publishing firm of Print, White, & Co., were convicted of murder. They were sentenced to death. The prisoners are to be hanged.

SIX DEAD: TWO SERIOUS

Three Shoppers shot down at Michigan

Inquiry Into magistrates' courts prohibited police from interfering with operations of the court, a young hero has recently been convicted.

TOP PHOTO SHOWS THE GIANT DO-X WHICH HAS RESUMED ITS BELATED FLIGHT

DO-X IS ANCHORED

TOP PHOTO SHOWS THE GIANT DO-X WHICH HAS RESUMED ITS BELATED FLIGHT

For Folks Back Home

MAY OPPOSE HOOVER

Colorado U. Board Tree Rights Sought of Geological Gardens

UNCONVICTED BY FIRST LADY

FIND GUIDED BY FIRST LADY

MONDAY SESSION

Cortland, May 1.—A study of the facts in the case of the four men accused of murdering the head of the factory, E. W. Matthews, was opened today.

BLYTHE, REED, ROBERTS, charged with the murder of the head of the factory, E. W. Matthews, was opened today.

PRESS SEARCH FOR EXPLORER IN GREENLAND

Baltic Frost Returns Delayed Ocean Hop
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